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Stakeholder Message
Artis’ operations are all within the province of Alberta where we are pleased to adhere to some of the most stringent environmental
regulations in the world. We are very proud of our commitment towards sustainable oil and gas development as well as our
commitment to the safe and responsible execution of our business plan for our shareholders, stakeholders and our neighbors in the
communities in which we operate.
Throughout 2021, Artis continued to work towards improving its environmental footprint in the Trochu area of central Alberta. One of
the many examples of the strategies Artis employs relates to freshwater usage and conservation. Artis uses recycled water from our
drilling and completion operations and producing wells wherever possible and prioritizes the use of municipality effluent (wastewater)
through mutually beneficial agreements with those communities. Additionally, the Company invests in a rotational water storage and
delivery system that minimizes our seasonal impact on fresh water sources and lessens competition with our agricultural neighbors in
our operating region. Since Artis’ inception, we have funded approximately $2 million to local communities through wastewater
agreements and invested approximately $8 million in water storage, disposal and delivery systems limiting both the trucking and
waste of those water resources.
The Company has also worked diligently towards minimizing our GHG emissions which are among the lowest in our industry and to
reducing our energy usage. We have made the electrification of our operations and production pad-sites a priority in order to reduce
onsite fuel consumption and, wherever possible, we use bi-fuel services technologies during our operations reducing the use of diesel
consumption in favor of cleaner burning natural gas. Multi-well pad drilling with extended reach horizontal wells are additional and
important mechanisms through which we can reduce our surface environmental impact and also minimize production pipeline density.
Another important commitment has been to pipeline connect our wellsites prior to testing and production to virtually eliminate flaring
and emissions of associated natural gas from our oil wells.
Safety in the workplace and in our communities is a core value at Artis. The Company follows all applicable regulations and has
developed an extensive Health & Safety program that we are fiercely committed to. Our exemplary record in 2021 reflects our focus
on this key priority.
In closing, I would like to thank our Board and Artis Team, our consultants and service providers, and the local community in which we
operate for their commitment and contributions to creating the culture of safe and responsible development and strong corporate
governance that we strive so hard to achieve.
Darryl Metcalfe
President & CEO

About Artis
Artis is a private company, incorporated in 2015, focused on
the exploration and ultimate development of the Duvernay
sweet light oil play in central Alberta, Canada.
The
Company has invested over $700 million in delineating this
resource for the benefit of Albertans, our shareholders, and
community stakeholders. Artis has one of the largest
reserve bases and contiguous land positions in the
Duvernay oil fairway.
In the following report, the Company has outlined the many
historical and ongoing initiatives we have underway to
responsibly develop our project, minimize our environmental
impact, and contribute to the well-being of our operating
community.
These commitments and our operational success are the
key drivers for long term value for our shareholders and
stakeholders.

Environment
•

Artis’ operations are all in Alberta where we adhere
to some of the most stringent emissions
management regulations in the world.

•

Our ultra low sulfur, light oil production results in
lower emissions relative to many other medium to
heavy oil plays within the province and Canada.

•

Participation in the Alberta TIER program commits
Artis to benchmarking, tracking and focusing on
continual reduction of emissions.

•

Minimize our use of fresh water through storage,
recycled and alternative water sources

•

We actively maintain a pipeline risk assessment
program and proactively perform internal line
inspections.

•

Multi-well pad drilling and timely reclamation of land
use sites are key mechanisms to achieve or
minimal land footprint objectives.

Air That We Breathe
100% of our operations are in Alberta where we are pleased to adhere to some of the most stringent
emissions management regulations in the world and Artis ranks with some of the lowest in our industry.
Artis’ light oil production results
in lower emission intensities
relative to many other heavy oil
and emissions intensive plays.
Utilizing Bi-Fuel services
technology to reduce diesel
consumption in favor of cleaner
natural gas
Artis pipeline connects wells prior
to completion eliminating natural
gas emissions from flaring
Continually innovate to lower
energy intensity and emissions
across the full cycle of our
operations.

*
Footnotes:

67%

Reduction in flaring since 2019

1) Artis 2020 Emission intensity (-Vent, Flare, Propane, Natural Gas, Diesel)
2) Artis 2021 Emission intensity (-Vent, Flare, Propane, Natural Gas, Diesel) – estimate based on current available data*
3) Peers include, in alphabetical order (no reference to the display order): Arc Resources Ltd., Baytex Energy Corp., Birchcliff Energy, Canadian Natural Resources Limited, Cardinal Energy Ltd., Crescent Point Energy Corp., Crew Energy Ltd., Enerplus
Corporation, Gear Energy Ltd., Kelt Exploration Ltd., MEG Energy Corp., NuVista Energy Ltd., Paramount Resources Ltd., Peyto Exploration & Development Corp., Pine Cliff Energy Ltd., Pipestone Energy Corp., Spartan Delta Corp., Surge Energy Inc.,
Tamarack Valley Energy Ltd., Tourmaline Oil Corp.,, Vesta Energy Corp., Whitecap Resources Inc.
4) Artis Direct Emissions (Scope 1) include Fuel Gas, Flared Gas, Vented Gas/Fugitive emissions, propane combustion and diesel combustion at operated wells and facilities. Not included is diesel used in third party equipment for drilling and completions
operations.
5) Not included are fuels for on-road vehicles 6) Performance/Company data for 2019 gathered from publicly available data sources.
7) Artis Intensities using oil, natural gas, and NGL sales volumes (calculated on a 6:1 boepd basis)

Water Management
Artis’ freshwater conservation strategies have been effective by prioritizing:


Recycled water use from drilling and completion operations;



Conserving and collecting produced water from its existing producing wells;



Prioritizing the use of municipal effluent (wastewater) in its completion operations



Investment in storage to minimize seasonal impacts and lessen competition with our neighbors

52%

Of Artis freshwater requirements were
displaced by using recycled, produced and
effluent volumes.
The benefits are multi‐faceted;
 Artis’ freshwater requirements and
consumption are significantly reduced.
 Local communities benefit economically
from reduced processing and disposal of
the community effluent used by Artis
 Minimizing
sources

our

impact

on meteoric

Footnotes:
1) Artis includes recycled Municipality effluent with recycled saline waters in its “non-fresh water’ category for accurate comparisons to meteoric freshwater usage in its operations.
2) Duvernay peers include (information from publicly available sources including Alberta Energy Regulator data): Arc Energy; Baytex Energy Corp., Birchcliff Energy; Canadian Natural Resources; Cardinal Energy; Crescent Point Energy
Corp., Enerplus Corp.; MEG Energy; Nuvista Energy; Paramount Resources Ltd.; Peyto Energy; Pinecliff Energy; Spartan Delta Corp.; Surge Energy; Tamarack Valley Energy; Vesta Energy; Whitecap Resources.
3) Public data for industry peers lags 18 months

Land Management and Site Restoration
Artis maintains one of the best asset-to-liability coverage ratios
in our industry.
Our objective is to develop Alberta’s natural resources in a
sustainable way and key to our strategy is to consider each
stage of the lifecycle for our wells and infrastructure.
Artis restores surface land use sites to the highest standards with an
objective to minimize our impact in our community and on Alberta’s
biodiversity.
Artis drills up to six wells per pad utilizing extended reach horizontal
technology to access its reserves in the most efficient manner
possible and minimize pipeline density reducing our surface footprint.

RECLAMATION AND ABANDONMENT
The Alberta Energy Regulator (“AER”) currently uses a liability
management rating (“LMR”) process to help assess a company’s
ability to address its restoration obligations. A company’s LMR is
calculated as a ratio of a company’s deemed assets (production) to its
deemed liabilities (abandonment and reclamation costs).
Artis’ LMR ratio of 14.6 at December 2021 ranks within the top
decile in Alberta. This demonstrates that we have one of the
highest asset-to-liability coverage ratios in the industry for
covering the costs of well and facility decommissioning.
To date, Artis has allocated $260,000 of funding received from the
Federal Site Rehabilitation Program (SRP) to support our
abandonment and reclamation initiates.

Spill Prevention
Artis’ spill mitigation efforts were exemplary in 2021
Artis’ practices and programs ensure safe and efficient
operations minimizing the occurrence of releases and
spills.
Our efforts include important risk mitigation practices such
as surveillance monitoring, preventative maintenance,
inspections, training, and response plans to immediately
address potential spills or releases.
Our strong focus on asset integrity and contractor
management in 2021 included targeted inspections and
trucking company spot checks in higher risk areas
contributing to a reduction in spill count events.
Artis has been an active member of the Western Canadian
Spill Services (“WCSS”) since inception and participates in
the Oil Spill Coop exercises.

Preventative Maintenance & Training
 Internal pipeline inspections
 Standard Operating Procedures
 Vibration Analysis
 Pipeline right-of-way surveillance
 Corrosion inhibitors
 Design and Construction
 Spill Response Training

BIODIVERSITY IMPACTS
Numer of Reportable Spills

Reportable Non-pipeline Spills
Reportable Pipeline spills

Total Volume of Reportable Spills (m3)
Volume of Non-pipeline spills
Volume of Pipeline spills

Volume of Pipeline leaks/1000 km pipeline (m3)

2018
1

2019
3

2020
2

2021
1

1
0

3
0

1
1

0
1

1

70

4

0

0.5
0

69.5
0

0.1
4

0
0.02

0.0

0.0

25.0

0.0

Corporate Governance

Health & Safety
The Health & Safety of Artis’ employees, contractors, and people in the communities where we operate is a top
priority. Artis’ Health, Safety and Environment (“HSE”) program is designed to prevent, reduce and mitigate
health and safety risks through policies, procedures, standards, training, equipment and emergency response
plans. Artis has established a strong HSE culture and strives for continuous improvement.
Critical Components of the Health and Safety
Management System:
•

•

•

•

A Training and Competency program that
identifies critical HSE knowledge and meets
learning needs through orientations, procedural
reviews and hazard identification.
A Contractor Management system in place to
prequalify and select qualified service providers
that perform activities in a safe and
environmentally responsible manner.
Incident Investigation and Performance
Monitoring of key HSE leading and lagging
indicators to identify and communicate potential
areas of concern.
Artis maintains an Emergency Response Plan
(ERP) to prepare and plan for possible
emergencies and effectively respond to
emergency situations to protect the public,
employees, contractors and environment.

Safety Performance
Recordable Injuries
Employees
Contractors

Recordable Injury Frequency (Injuries/200,000 work hours*)
Lost Time Injuries
Employees
Contractors

Lost Time Injury Frequency (Injuries/200,000 work hours*)

2018

2019

2020

2021

2

2

0

2

1.08

0.76

0.00

0.85

1

1

0

0

0.54

0.38

0.00

0.00

1
1

0
1

0
2

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
2

0
0

Community Engagement
Artis recognizes its role as a corporate citizen in providing
employment, support for local services and donations and
sponsorship of local initiatives in the communities where we
operate. We consider ourselves to be Neighbors.

$225,000

has been contributed by Artis since inception supporting
education, arts, sport, and families in need.
Sponsorship of the Three Hills Junior B hockey team,
contributions to the local food banks and regular donations to the
Trochu library, Huxley community center and the Elnora Brahma
Rama are only a few of the local events and charities in which we
participate.
In addition to our direct corporate donations, we encourage
employees to participate in charitable events in which we provide
a matching mechanism for donations to causes throughout the
year, some of which include The Mustard Seed, Alberta Children's
Hospital and the Calgary foodbank.
Artis actively invests in road maintenance in our communities and
participates in local crime prevention efforts.
Artis strives to be a valuable and contributing member in our
Community

Environment
Current
& Future ESG Initiatives
•

Prioritize Electrification/Conversion of
pad sites to reduce onsite fuel
consumption

•

Utilization of Compressed Air (versus
natural gas) for instruments and
controls

•

Reduction of diesel use during operations
through the use of Bi-Fuel technologies

•

Enhanced Vapor Recovery processes at
production sites

•

Investigating enhanced oil recovery
through “in reservoir” Carbon Capture,
Utilization & Storage (CCUS)

•

Blue
Hydrogen
Steam
Methane
Reformation (SMR) project scoping for
hydrogen production in combination with
CO2 Sequestration & enhanced oil
recovery

Advisories

